sas bi dashboard 4 4 user s guide second edition - figure 1 3 sas bi dashboard portlet for information about viewing dashboards see part 2 viewing dashboards accessing help and documentation for sas bi dashboard sas bi dashboard provides the following types of documentation sas bi dashboard user guide, sas r bi dashboard 4 2 user s guide support sas com - sas r bi dashboard 4 2 user s guide tell us how satisfied are you with sas documentation thank you for your feedback please choose a rating how satisfied are you with sas documentation overall very dissatisfied dissatisfied neither dissatisfied or satisfied or neutral satisfied, sas bi dashboard 4 2 user s guide - as is true for many sas 9 applications the users of the sas bi dashboard can be grouped based on their skills and on whether they play a role in defining and managing the system the following table shows the three types of users of the sas bi dashboard user description example dashboard user the ultimate audience of dashboards this role views, amazon com sas bi dashboard 4 3 user s guide - sas institute meets the information needs of new and experienced users with a variety of delivery methods including pdf html and hard copy books partnerships with outside authors other publishers and distributors ensure that a variety of products are available from a variety of sources to meet the needs of users worldwide, sas eg and dashboard sas support communities - sas di is an etl tool wherein you can extract data from various dbs input file etc and transform it sas eg is powerful tool that can be used based on the user it can be used as sas programing or as etl tool it can be used for analytics wherein user can perform various analysis present under tasks menu, sas 9 4 intelligence platform web application - for sas 9 4 changes and updates in support of sas bi dashboard sas information delivery portal sas web report studio and the sas visual analytics home page have been made, sas bi dashboard can t access library sas support - environment info bi dashboard 4 31 m1 sas 9 3 m1 linux 64 bit server win xp ie7 client we recently had ebi installed while it can access and report on almost all of our libraries it can t access the one library we were actually planning to use it with, sas enterprise bi server sas - tired of trying to provide data analyses and reporting capabilities to different users this comprehensive bi software integrates the power of sas role based interfaces and microsoft office so everyone can make fact based decisions it managers deploying sas enterprise bi server can make use of, real bi for real users sas learning post - we have consolidated the real bi for real users blog with the sas learning post blog all future posts will be published here at sas learning post to find your old favorite posts check out all angela hall s posts from the past make sure you don t miss future posts bookmark the sas learning post homepage subscribe to sas